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Project History
- RCAC’s have an OPA90 tasking to…
“…study wind and water currents and 
other environmental factors in the 
vicinity of the terminal facilities 
which may affect the ability to 
prevent, respond to, contain, and 
clean up an oil spill.” 
- Project came about via submission 
by PWS Science Center in our LRP 
process.  
- Approved by Board in fall 2015, 
work began spring 2016.



Project Goals:
- Better quantify currents and 
circulation in Port Valdez using drifter 
buoys at various depths and CTD and 
ADCP instruments.

- Examine circulation drivers, such as 
winds, freshwater inputs, and tides. 

- Examine seasonal changes.



Three Seasonal Blocks of Work
Summer: June 22- July 1, 2016
- High degree of stratification due to increased temps & freshwater 
input.  Warm weather w/ daily sea-breezes.

Early Fall: September 21- 30, 2016
- Cooler temps and damper w/ variable winds from the west or 
northeast.  Seeing water stratification deepen, and eventually break-
down and weaken as winter comes on.  

Late winter: March 21-30, 2017
- Coldest temps, minimal freshwater input.  Most homogeneous 
water column.  Strong north, north easterly winds followed by 
periods of calm.  



Previous Work in Port Valdez

Muench, R.D., Nebert, D.L., 1973. 
Environmental Studies of Port Valdez
Physical Oceanography chapter

- Similar seasonal approach / 63 total field days 
between 6 different cruise events.  

- Gathered salinity & temperature data

- No ADCP data (didn’t exist until 1980’s) 

- Buoys at 30M, 15M (majority), surface.



ADEC buoy work winter 2013

-Two iSphere (surface) drifters released 12/4/13 just west 

of Berth 5 and north of Saw Island.

- Approximately 6 days of calm winds, buoys show 

minimal, but generally  Westward movement. 

- N/NE/E Winds kick in (12/11) and quickly drive buoys 

out Narrows.

- Buoys ground on 12/13 in Ziakoff Bay



Oceanographic Instruments 
Lowered into water: CTD (left)

Towed: ADCP (below)
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ADCP Transects & CTD 
Stations in June 2016



Example of ADCP data collected



Examples of CTD data / Salinity
- Conductivity (salinity) changes most 
radically in upper water layers. 

- Normal to see salinity stabilize and 
become constant at depth

- Salinity data is also of interest from a 
dispersant use perspective too since 
the effectiveness may depend on 
salinity.



CTD data by season / Salinity

June 2016 September 2016 March 2017



Examples of CTD data / Temperature

- Expect temperatures to fluctuate 
most radically in upper water column 
and stabilize as you gain depth.  

- Most pronounced stratification Fairly 
uniform temps across water column in 
winter.



CTD data by season / Temperature

June 2016 September 2016 March 2017



Types of Drifter Buoys Used
iSpheres (surface)
- Directly affected by wind & surface currents.
- Tendency to frequently ground due to wind/wave action 
or strand following a high tide.

Microstars (1m drogue)
- Track near-surface currents 
- Moved nearly as rapidly as ispheres but had 
lower tendency to ground.

SVP’s (10m & 40m drogue)
- Tracking deeper water movement

- Much slower movement versus others 
- Limited tendency to ground



Subsurface (10m) SVP’s



ALL Buoys tracks from June 2016 deployment



Wind Speeds, Directions, and Air Temps March, 2017 



Summary / The Basics
Late Winter Early Summer Early Fall

Winds Mix of winds from 
mountains (N, NE) and start 
of some W from Narrows

Daily sea breezes from W 
driven air by temps, slight N, 
NE mountain breezes in PM

Mix of W from Narrows, and 
move to more N, NE, mountain 
winds 

Freshwater Inputs Low/no freshwater inputs Snow melt in full effect, max 
freshwater inputs

Less snowpack melt, but rains 
might be significant 

Water Temps Water is at it’s coldest. Little
temp driven layering forces 
at play

Cold, freshwater runoff enters 
systems and creates layering 
at surface

Trending towards more 
uniform water temps as 
freshwater input layering 
wanes

Water Salinity Mostly uniform salinity 
across depths considering 
minimal freshwater inputs

Pronounced freshwater layer 
at top.  

Freshwater layer at top less 
pronounced due to less input 
and more mixing time

Water Stratification Least stratified water and 
water column well mixed 
due to high wind 
penetration

Most pronounced layering
driven by lots of freshwater 
and the temps/salinity of that 
freshwater

Layering generally drops 
deeper into water column, 
effects of this layering magnify, 
but layering eventually breaks 
down as winter comes on



Summary / Port Valdez Specific 
Late Winter Early Summer Early Fall

Wind affects in water 
extended how deep?

Late Winter Early Summer Early Fall

Winds effecting how deep 
into water? 

Down to 80M given very 
uniform water column and 
generally higher velocity 
winds.

Freshwater layering blocks 
winds from penetrating.  
Effects to 10M

Layering moves deeper, 
wind also able to penetrate 
more. Effects to 15M

Greatest observed current 
speeds?

Approx. 100cm/s (1.94 
knts) That was near 
freshwater sources like 
Lowe River and Glacier 
Stream

Dispersant use possible? Maybe?  Salinity is 
acceptable, but with cold 
water there's less efficacy 
with dispersants.  Also if no 
N, NE winds to push oil out,
see oil sink and stay.
Additionally, need this wind 
for mixing.

No. Temp and salinity 
variables not in range.  
Water is too brackish/fresh.
Also not enough mixing 
energy penetrating into 
water column and 
dispersed oil might be 
caught up in Port gyres.

No. Temp and salinity 
variables not in range.  
Water is too brackish/fresh.
Also not enough mixing 
energy penetrating into 
water column and 
dispersed oil might be 
caught up in Port gyres.



Summary / Port Valdez Specific 
Late Winter Early Summer Early Fall

Wind affects in water 
extended how deep?

Late Winter Early Summer Early Fall

Water Retention? Retention dominants and 
oil could stay in Port for 
long period of time given 
wind variables.

Mixed. Surface buoys show 
62% retention (based on 
wind), but general trend to 
flush at lower depths.

Water Flushing? Flushing is favored, but 
surface buoys all grounded 
w/ their exit meaning oil 
would strand too.

Mixed. General flushing at 
lower depths, but also wind 
dependent.

Distinct Circulation 
Patterns?

Patterns less distinct, more 
tidal back/forth minus 
winds, winds dominate 
when blowing.  (ADEC buoy 
work shows this).  Large 
scale eddies still possible.  

Large scale eddies spinning 
counterclockwise in central 
Port, and clockwise at head 
of Port at depths of 15M to 
surface.  These are 
overtaken by wind energy if 
winds are blowing.

Large scale eddies spinning 
counterclockwise in central 
Port, and clockwise at head 
of Port at depths of 20M to 
surface.  These are 
overtaken by wind energy if 
winds are blowing.





Incoming water 

along South Shore

Outgoing  water 

along North Shore











Future Work?
- Reach out to modeling folks

- Discuss results w/ PWS response community

- Port Valdez ROM
- More work at Berth area

- Explore Port and PWS connections
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Thank you. Questions?


